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Sampling bag SteriBag     
Capac-
ity ml

Model L x W mm Pieces 
per pack

Price € Quantity 
scale from

Scale 
price €

Item no.

60 without labelling area 127 x 76 500 6 5344-0060 N3
60 with labelling area 127 x 76 500 6 5344-0061 N3

150 without labelling area 178 x 76 500 6 5344-0180 N3
150 with labelling area 178 x 76 500 6 5344-0181 N3

450 without labelling area 229 x 114 500 6 5344-0540 N3
450 with labelling area 229 x 114 500 6 5344-0541 N3

650 without labelling area 229 x 140 500 6 5344-0720 N3
650 with labelling area 229 x 140 500 6 5344-0721 N3

800 without labelling area 305 x 114 500 6 5344-0810 N3
800 with labelling area 305 x 114 500 6 5344-0811 N3

1650 without labelling area 305 x 178 250 12 5344-1650 N3
1650 with labelling area 305 x 178 250 12 5344-1651 N3

Sampling bag SteriBag | the sterilised packaging bag 

   The sterile sampling bag SteriBag for samples in 
chemistry, pharmaceuticals, medicine, veterinary sci-
ence and foodstuffs etc.
The bags are made of polyethylene and are therefore 
exceptionally tearproof and leakproof.
The SteriBag sampling bag is distinguished by its safe 
handling. When used according to instructions, sam-
ples are guaranteed sterile.
Integrated safety: The tab-ends are sealed in plastic 
film to prevent skin injuries.
  

  Sterile, RNase, DNase and pyrogen-free
  Can be labelled
  Leakproof
  Save space
  Transparent
  With practical closure to tear-open
  Proven millions of times
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 SteriBag StandUp is a sterile sample bag with a stand-up base. The 
special bottom unfolds as soon as the bag is filled. This makes 
SteriBag StandUp stable and able to stand on its own without a 
separate stand or support, leaving both your hands free to take the 
sample and fill the bag. The wire bracket at the closure keeps the 
bag open, making it easy and convenient to fill.
The sample bag is the ideal space-saving, unbreakable, inexpensive 
and sterile replacement for bottles and beakers.
Can be used for samples available as liquids, powders, solids and 
pastes; suitable for foods and can be frozen.
The stable standing SteriBag StandUp sample bag is easy and safe 
to transport.
SteriBag StandUp, the sample bag for easy handling of samples. 
  

  Stands stably
  Protected against discharge
  Sterile, RNase, DNase and pyrogen-free
  With labelling field

SteriBag StandUp sample bag 

SteriBag StandUp sample bag      
Capacity ml L x W mm Pieces per 

pack
Price € Quantity 

scale from
Scale 
price €

Item no.

400 229 x 114 250 5   5344-0400 N3
600 229 x 152 250 5 5344-0600 N3

Sampling bag SteriBag Blue 

The sterile sampling bag SteriBag Blue is especially well suited for 
use in the food, animal feed and pharmaceutical industries. To pre-
vent the danger of foreign matter in production, the sample bags 
and the tear-off closure are coloured blue. This shade of blue does 
not occur in a natural form in foodstuffs. Because of this it is highly 
visible and can be reliably discovered in a visual check if a bag or 
parts of it are ever mixed into production.
The disposable sample bag is approved for contact with foods. It is 
suitable for storing and transporting solid, semi-solid and liquid media.

Thanks to the large opening, the SteriBag Blue can be filled easily. 
The sample bag with labelling field is space-saving, easy to trans-
port and leak-proof. 
  

  PE, blue
  Liquid-tight
  With labelling field
  Sterile, RNase, DNase and pyrogen-free

Sampling bag SteriBag Blue     
Capacity ml L x W mm Pieces per 

pack
Price € Quantity 

scale from
Scale 
price €

Item no.

650 229 x 140 500 6 5344-7008 N3
1650 305 x 178 250 12 5344-7012 N3
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SteriBag Premium tamper-proof sample bag 

The SteriBag Premium sample bags uniquely combine a high degree 
of security, sterility, tamper evident closure and traceability, they are 
used to securely transport and for the storage of samples.
After sampling, the sample can be filled directly into the sterile 
sample bag. The tamper-evident closure seals the bag liquid-tight 
and secure. When trying to open the closure again, the word “STOP” 
appears clearly visible. Both the sample bag and the tear-off field 
are labeled with a unique tracking number, this allows a complete 
documentation and traceability.

SteriBag Premium is suitable for many demanding applications in 
the food, pharmaceutical, medical area as well as in cleanroom or 
biotechnology sectors.
  

  Sterilised by gamma rays (SAL 10-6)
  With integrated tamper-proof closure for manipulation evidence
  Unique identification via tracking number
  Suitable for the use with foodstuffs

SteriBag Premium tamper-proof sample bag                 
Capacity ml L x W mm Pieces per 

pack
Price € Quantity 

scale from
Scale 
price €

Item no.

300 200x145 100 10 5344-8000 N4

The sampling bag SteriBag Cleanroom with double packaging can 
be placed directly in the clean room. 25 sample bags are placed in 
double secondary packaging. They can be removed one after the 
other and are therefore ideally suited for introducing into the clean 
room. Then the sterile bags can be used directly in the clean room. 

SteriBag Cleanroom is sterile inside and outside. This guarantees 
contamination-free storage and transport of solid, semi-solid and 
liquid media. The sample bag is perfect for use in chemical and 
pharmaceutical applications.
The disposable sample bag has a labelling field, saves space and is 
also easy to transport. The large bag opening makes it easy to pour 
in the sample.
  

  Sterile, with double packaging
  RNase, DNase and pyrogen-free
  PE, transparent
  Liquid-tight
  With labelling field

Sampling bag SteriBag Cleanroom 

Sampling bag SteriBag Cleanroom     
Capacity ml L x W mm Pieces per 

pack
Price € Quantity 

scale from
Scale 
price €

Item no.

800 305 x 114 500 6 5344-8010 N3
1650 305 x 178 250 12 5344-8012 N3


